‘AcusticA’

It is an armchair /bed with music which exploits the most advanced technology . Sound is
transformed into vibrations that are transmitted to the body in a selective way according to
the frequencies, through specif ic technology which goes beyond the limits of ordinary
sound transmitters.
“ AcusticA” transforms music into an authentic cellular massage (vibro-acustic therapy)
which acts in tune to the musical frequencies on all aspects of the mind and body, carrying
the person into a psycho-physical flow which rebalances tension and leaves a deep sense
of wellbeing.
This therapy was created by combining the traditional craft techniques of lutemaking with
the most innovating forms of technology in the field of sound research.
We are talking not just about a relaxation bed with sound transmitters or about a subwoofer, but about an instrument capable of resonating into every cell of our bodies in
relation to sound frequencies by way of the physical harmonization and transmission of
sound.
The result is that of a deep cellular massage which involves all muscular tissues and all
nerve endings in our bodies.
The vibro-acustic therapy
We are talking here about a new utilization of music in the physical-vibrational sense.
We all know that music can be used in the therapeutic sense of ‘music therapy’ but not
everyone is aware that music,as well as having an emotional effect, has also a
physiological effect on the human body.

Riccardo Della Ragione
A music therapist, composer and proprietor of ‘Magic Music sas’, after having created and
directed a scientif ic medical team who worked with him on the possible applications of
vibro-acustic therapy, produced a chaise-longue (armchair/bed) capable of creating a body
playback corresponding to the musical frequencies.
How it works
The person lies down on the harmonic resonance outlet of the armchair/bed just as though
he/she were lying on top of a large guitar and in this way he/she is struck by the musical
vibration emitted by the music which is reproduced through a digital player. The chaiselongue “AcusticA” then conducts the music through bone tissue, muscle and fibre tissue
reaching in-depth levels to give beneficial results evident both physically as well as
psychologically and emotionally.
Vibrational music
The analytical study of vibroacustic therapy has brought Riccardo Della Ragione (already
well known as an artist in the discographic field for his compositions and film soundtracks),
to the creation of musical compositions dedicated to this new study area “vibrational
music”. This new approach can be defined as an evolution and an amplif ication of music
therapy.
The criteria of the musical compositions are set by the laws of physics and by the choice of
sound frequencies to give greater stimulation to the human body so that the harmony and
melody are composed on this basis.

